Sadleirs Global Logistics is proud
to announce that it is the first
National Customs Brokerage and
International Freight Forwarder to
be fully accredited as an Australian
Trusted Trader by the Australian
Border Force (Customs). This is
another pioneering milestone for
Australia’s oldest family business.
We were initially selected and are now fully accredited
as a result of our strong security practices and very
long history of compliant behaviour.
Australian Trusted Trader is a trade facilitation initiative
that recognises businesses with a secure supply chain
and compliant trade practices. It provides accredited
businesses with a range of trade facilitation benefits.
Australian Trusted Trader is an Authorised Operator
(AEO) programme, one of many such programmes
operating internationally. AEOs work to secure
the international supply chain, while facilitating the
movement of legitimate trade.
Please follow this link for a very short Australian Trusted
Trader video providing some further background.

www.sadleirs.com.au

What does it mean for Sadleirs Global Logistics
and our clients?
- Dedicated contact within the Australian Border Force
Sadleirs Global Logistics team will have consistent and
ongoing access to a dedicated contact in the Australian
Border Force, to minimise any issues or delays.
- Priority service
Sadleirs Global Logistics team will receive access to
advanced ruling requests on the application of tariffs,
valuation and origin to certain goods.
- Prioritised examination of goods
Trusted Traders will be recognised as low risk and will be
subject to faster border clearance.
- Mutual recognition arrangements (MRA)
As a Trusted Trader, our team will have access to trade
facilitation benefits in countries with which Australia has
signed an MRA.

Expected future benefits
•
•
•
•
•

More streamlined reporting arrangements will be in
place for Trusted Traders, reducing the administration
burden and red tape.
Deferral of duty payments on imported goods for a set
period
Enhanced cross-agency collaboration with other border
agencies
Labour mobility and trade in services
Secure trade lanes.

